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ABSTRACT
BACKGROUND: Advances in human development sciences
point to tremendous possibilities to promote healthy child
development and well-being across life by proactively supporting safe, stable and nurturing family relationships (SSNRs),
teaching resilience, and intervening early to promote healing
the trauma and stress associated with disruptions in SSNRs. Assessing potential disruptions in SSNRs, such as adverse childhood experiences (ACEs), can contribute to assessing risk for
trauma and chronic and toxic stress. Asking about ACEs can
help with efforts to prevent and attenuate negative impacts on
child development and both child and family well-being.
Many methods to assess ACEs exist but have not been
compared. The National Survey of Children’s Health (NSCH)
now measures ACEs for children, but requires further assessment and validation.
METHODS: We identified and compared methods to assess
ACEs among children and families, evaluated the acceptability
and validity of the new NSCH-ACEs measure, and identified
implications for assessing ACEs in research and practice.
RESULTS: Of 14 ACEs assessment methods identified, 5 have
been used in clinical settings (vs public health assessment or
research) and all but 1 require self or parent report (3 allow child
report). Across methods, 6 to 20 constructs are assessed, 4 of which
are common to all: parental incarceration, domestic violence,
household mental illness/suicide, household alcohol or substance
abuse. Common additional content includes assessing exposure
to neighborhood violence, bullying, discrimination, or parental
death. All methods use a numeric, cumulative risk scoring methodology. The NSCH-ACEs measure was acceptable to respondents
as evidenced by few missing values and no reduction in response
rate attributable to asking about children’s ACEs. The 9 ACEs assessed in the NSCH co-occur, with most children with 1 ACE having additional ACEs. This measure showed efficiency and
confirmatory factor analysis as well as latent class analysis sup-
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ported a cumulative risk scoring method. Formative as well as
reflective measurement models further support cumulative risk
scoring and provide evidence of predictive validity of the
NSCH-ACEs. Common effects of ACEs across household income
groups confirm information distinct from economic status is provided and suggest use of population-wide versus high-risk approaches to assessing ACEs.
CONCLUSIONS: Although important variations exist, available
ACEs measurement methods are similar and show consistent associations with poorer health outcomes in absence of protective
factors and resilience. All methods reviewed appear to coincide
with broader goals to facilitate health education, promote health
and, where needed, to mitigate the trauma, chronic stress, and
behavioral and emotional sequelae that can arise with exposure
to ACEs. Assessing ACEs appears acceptable to individuals and
families when conducted in population-based and clinical
research contexts. Although research to date and neurobiological findings compel early identification and health education
about ACEs in clinical settings, further research to guide use
in pediatric practice is required, especially as it relates to distinguishing ACEs assessment from identifying current family psychosocial risks and child abuse. The reflective as well as
formative psychometric analyses conducted in this study
confirm use of cumulative risk scoring for the NSCH-ACEs
measure. Even if children have not been exposed to ACEs, assessing ACEs has value as an educational tool for engaging
and educating families and children about the importance of
SSNRs and how to recognize and manage stress and learn
resilience.
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LED BY A new paradigm, scientists adopt new instruments.and see new and different things when looking
with familiar instruments.
—Thomas Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions, 1962
Our ever deepening understanding of the science of human development opens the door to possibilities for much
needed improvements in child health and well-being in the
United States and globally. These advances especially
highlight the central role of social determinants of health
and the importance of fostering safe, stable, nurturing relationships in infancy, childhood, and throughout life.1–4 It is
now well known that the stress and trauma associated with
disruptions in safe, stable, nurturing relationships affect
children’s development, health, and well-being into adulthood.5–10 These advances inspire and require us to evolve
models of care and use new measurement instruments to
guide the design, delivery, and evaluation of health and
human services, such as well-child care, early learning, social services, and other medical, public health, and social
services.11–15
In particular, paradigm shifting neurobiological and
epidemiologic findings show cumulative, cascading and
multidimensional effects of trauma and stress associated
with adverse childhood experiences (ACEs).10,16–20
ACEs include physical or emotional abuse or neglect,
loss of a parent, family discord and divorce, and
exposure to alcohol or drug abuse and mental illness in
the home, or violence in the home or neighborhood.10,19
The high prevalence of ACEs in the child and adult
population combined with evidence on their effect on
health, life satisfaction, and social and medical care
costs10,19,21–23 have now positioned ACEs as a matter
of public health in the United States as well as
globally.16–19,24,25 In this article we focus on the
measurement of ACEs of children and families in
research, public health, and clinical practice.
The most recent national, population-based data show
that nearly one-half of US children have ACEs exposure
and studies document the dose-response effect on child
health status that has long been observed in studies on the
adult population. Despite these findings, a recent national
survey suggests that the majority of pediatric providers
are not knowledgeable about the science related to ACEs
and many barriers exist to integrate knowledge about
ACEs into practice, including lack of information on
methods to assess and respond to information about ACEs
for children and families.12,15,26,27 Although studies
confirm systematically higher rates of health status and
school engagement problems among US children exposed
to ACEs, they also document wide variations in outcomes
among otherwise similar children who have equal
exposure to ACEs. This raises questions about individual
differences in sensitivity to ACEs and discerning
appropriate approaches to discussing ACEs and
interventions with families. Research on variations in the
effect of ACEs point to the importance of protective
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factors, like nurturing relationships, teaching children
how to be resilient, and supportive school and community
environments, which can be viewed as falling outside of
the purview of children’s health services.9,28–36 This can
be true although national Bright Futures health promotion
guidelines recommend pediatric providers address family
psychosocial issues, like ACEs, and proactively promote
healthy family relationships, resilience, and supportive
community and school environments.37
Adding up the number of ACEs a person reports having
been exposed to (or a parent reports a child has been
exposed to) is termed “cumulative scoring.” This type of
scoring challenges traditional notions about what is a
more versus less severe traumatic experience or event. However, the ACEs dose-response effect consistently emerges in
research irrespective of the specific ACEs involved.
Although some analyses recommend scoring specific types
of ACEs into subscales or groups,38,39 the analyses in these
studies use reflective-based measurement models, which we
suggest might not be appropriate for ACEs measurement.
Reflective measurement models assume that an underlying
latent variable causes responses on items. In this
perspective, a child would have an underlying adversity
level and that would cause the experiences of adversity.
The use of alternative formative-based measurement
approaches might be more appropriate because formative
models assume that experiences of adversity (eg,
witnessing violence) cause adversity.40 This will be addressed in this article.
To date, evidence on assessing ACEs in adults suggests
that patients do not object to41 and find dialogue about
ACEs empowering41,42 and some even see failure to
inquire about ACEs as a denial of their occurrence and
effect.43 Other studies suggest harm can be done when patients are not asked about adversities like ACEs, including
missed or incorrect diagnosis, failure to adhere to treatment,44 revictimization,45 perpetuation of poor selfimage, and failure to legitimize the effect of traumatic
experiences, and increased mental illness symptoms and/
or substance abuse relapse.46 Barriers to assessing ACEs
in practice have been reported to include provider discomfort with the topic, including their own history of adversity,
and lack of training or clarity on resources and appropriate
response to assessment of results.41,47 Worries that asking
about ACEs will trigger severe traumatic reactions are of
concern; although this has not been confirmed to occur or,
if it does, to pose a clinical problem in research to date.47
Research documenting the role, value, and methods for
assessing and addressing ACEs in child and family clinical
contexts is beginning to emerge.13,15,48,49 However, many
questions and controversies exist, including whether and
how to directly inquire about ACEs with children and
youth in addition to ACEs of parents, ensuring
assessment promotes trust and empowers families and
children, other information to collect simultaneously,
data protection and confidentiality, and feasibility and
practice redesign implications.12,27,50 Because assessing
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ACEs in clinical or community public health contexts is
not yet well studied, we approached this study with
neutrality as to the value, efficacy, and feasibility of
ACEs assessment in practice. Rather, in this article we
seek to contribute to efforts to examine methods for
assessing ACEs should doing so be found to contribute to
mitigating the effects of ACEs, preventing ACEs, and
promoting resilience and social and emotional well-being
among children and families. However, for purposes of
this study, we did characterize the nature and purpose of
ACEs assessment in 3 ways:
1. ACEs assessment relates to exposures to adverse experiences that can disrupt the safety, stability, and nourishing qualities of a child’s primary relationships and
environment and that, in turn, pose risk for trauma
and chronic stress linked to healthy development and
well-being. Assessment of ACEs generates a measure
of adversity-related risk.
2. ACEs assessment is intended to operate in a
relationship-centered context to cultivate family
engagement and education, to cultivate healing conversations, and to build awareness, strengths, resources, and support to address any trauma and
chronic stress that may exist. ACEs assessment is
not intended to diagnose trauma or provide adequate
information on its own to guide specific clinical
interventions. We view ACEs assessment as a
relationship-centered method to spark dialogue with
families and children about:
a. how ACEs might contribute to or influence healthy
development and/or parenting;
b. how the trauma and chronic stress that ACEs can
lead to might affect the diagnosis or treatment of current symptoms or health conditions;
c. identifying strengths, resources, and formal and
informal supports.
In this way, ACEs assessment does not take the place of
formal screening for current trauma or symptoms associated with past trauma, such as might be assessed using
the National Child Traumatic Stress Network proposed
“developmental trauma disorder” (DTD) diagnostic model
and many other available instruments.51–54 ACEs
assessment might point to the need to conduct such
formal screening and treatment for complex trauma.
Likewise, we have not viewed assessment of trauma
symptoms to replace ACEs assessment because it has
unique value to facilitate education and awareness about
the effect of ACEs and possibilities for healing.
3. Even without current ACEs exposure, asking about
ACEs in the context of a trusting relationship can facilitate a personalized dialogue with parents and children
about how social and emotional experiences affect
healthy development and well-being, the importance
of safe and nurturing relationships, healthy stress regulation, and ways to prevent or minimize the effect of
ACEs should they occur.
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Specific objectives for this study were to: 1) characterize
and compare, using a standardized framework, existing and
emerging measures of ACEs in adult and child populations
(part 1); and 2) evaluate psychometric properties and internal and external validity of the new childhood ACEs measure included in the National Survey of Children’s Health
(NSCH)-ACEs,55 which provides data on ACEs nationally,
for all US states and, potentially, counties and cities (part 2).
Findings address practical questions about the feasibility,
acceptability, validity, and approach to assessing ACEs in
populations and in clinical and other practice contexts. We
provide a Technical Appendix (http://www.cahmi.org/
wp-content/uploads/2015/01/ACEs-Measurement-paperTechnical-Appendix.pdf) with: 1) more detailed information comparing ACEs measures reviewed in this report; 2)
NSCH-ACEs population prevalence norms for US children
according to age, household income, race and ethnicity,
chronic disease, and health insurance status; 3) a reference
list and links to the literature supporting selection of topics
included in the initial specification of the NSCH-ACEs measure, the presentation of which is beyond the scope of this
report; and 4) more in-depth analytic results, tables, and
graphs as noted in the text. This study adds to existing early
reports from the NSCH and other more narrowly focused
US studies on childhood trauma19,23,56–58 by evaluating
the measurement properties and validity of the NSCHACEs as it relates to its possible use in research, policy,
and practice contexts.

METHODS
PART 1: COMPARISON OF ACES MEASUREMENT METHODS
To identify ACEs measurement tools for adults and children, we conducted a structured search of published
research literature and reviewed online resources from federal, state, local, academic, and community-based health
programs recognized as being engaged in activities related
to ACEs. Key informant interviews with measure developers and early adopters of ACEs assessment in research,
public health, and/or clinical practice confirmed our characterization of the tools reviewed in this report. These interviews also helped to identify these entities and assisted in
identifying emerging ACEs measures not yet characterized
in the published literature. Inherent in assessing exposure to
ACEs among children is the fact that these adversities might
still be taking place; thus, available measurement instruments to assess current exposures were also of interest.
Although this is critical, a review of the many available
measures58,59 to formally document the current
occurrence of specific adversities are beyond the scope of
this report, as are reviews of biomarkers and specific
measures of chronic (or “toxic”) stress or, as noted
previously, “DTD.” Likewise, although identified, broadly
characterized, and referenced, companion guidelines for
research, clinical, or program implementation and
response to ACEs data collected from children and/or
parents/families are not systematically compared or
characterized in this report.
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Currently, there is no consensus on a framework for evaluating ACEs measures, in part because ACEs measurement
is only recently being used in clinical practice, where standardization of methods is more critical. As such, we specified a set of parameters for comparing ACEs measurement
methods identified, including: 1) primary purpose and
target population, 2) data source and collection methods,
3) types and numbers of adversities addressed, 4) scoring
and reporting of results, 5) development and validation status, 6) concurrent information collected, and 7) availability
of tools, user guidelines, and publications. Technical assistance logs from the Child and Adolescent Health Measurement Initiative’s Data Resource Center for Child and
Adolescent Health further informed content to address
when comparing methods. The 10 child-focused ACEs
measurement methods identified for comparison in this
report include: 1) the 2011/12 NSCH-ACEs,19,60 2) the
National Survey of Child and Adolescent Well-being
(NSCAW),61,62 3) the Yale-Vermont Adversity in Childhood Scale adult, youth, youth self-reported, and
clinician-reported versions,63 4) Center for Youth Wellness
Adverse Childhood Experiences Questionnaire child,
youth, and youth self-reported versions,63,64 5) the
Marie-Mitchell and O’Connor Child ACEs algorithm,14
6) the Montefiore Group Attachment Based Intervention
study Clinical ACEs measure,42,65,66 7) Philadelphia
Childhood Adversity Questionnaire (CAQ),18,67 8)
Washington State University (WSU) ACEs tool for
schools,68 9) WSU ACEs tool for Head Start, and 10) the
Crittenton Foundation/Aspen Institute ACEs assessment
tool.69–71 We also characterize and compare the child
measures against the 4 adult ACEs measures identified:
1) the original Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and Kaiser Permanente study ACEs
measure,72,73 2) the state-level Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey (BRFSS) ACEs module,74–76 3) the
World Health Organization’s (WHO) ACEs International
Questionnaire,24,77,78 and 4) the Philadelphia Urban
ACEs tool.18
PART 2: ASSESSMENT OF THE NSCH-ACES
DATA
We used data from the 2011/12 NSCH to evaluate the
acceptability, efficiency, reliability, and validity of the
NSCH childhood ACEs measure.60 The 2011/12 NSCH
was the first to include a childhood ACEs measure in a
nationally representative sample of US children. This
measure is included in the 2016 NSCH and is expected
to continue to be included on a yearly basis through
the NSCH. Dr Braveman (coauthor of this paper) and a
Technical Expert Panel to the federal Maternal and Child
Health Bureau led the conceptualization, literature review, drafting, and rationale for the initial design of
this measure. References and summaries of articles reviewed for this effort are included in the Technical Appendix (http://www.cahmi.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/
01/ACEs-Measurement-paper-Technical-Appendix.pdf).
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The 2011/12 NSCH included the list of ACEs used in the
original CDC/Kaiser adult ACEs study, with modifications
overseen by a technical expert panel and evaluated using
standard cognitive interviewing-based survey item testing
through the CDC’s National Center for Health Statistics
(NCHS). The NSCH-ACEs items were worded to minimize
under-reporting associated with social desirability bias. The
9 topics included were selected as valid for report by parents
and guardians on the basis of the observable nature of the
ACEs evaluated. English and Spanish language cognitive
testing (conducted by the National Opinion Research Center) with approximately 100 parents of children on the
NSCH-ACEs confirmed content validity and did not result
in recommended modifications to the NSCH-ACEs items.
The NSCH surveyed a representative sample of children
ages 0 to 17 years (95,677 children, with approximately
1800 per state). Child-level household surveys were conducted with parents or guardians under the leadership of
the Maternal and Child Health Bureau and implemented
through NCHS. Data were weighted to represent the population of noninstitutionalized children ages 0 to 17 years nationally and in each state.
EVALUATION OF THE NSCH-ACES: ACCEPTABILITY,
EFFICIENCY, AND VALIDITY OF CUMULATIVE SCORING
Acceptability and efficiency.—The acceptability of the
NSCH-ACEs to parent/guardian respondents was first
evaluated by calculating the prevalence of NSCHACEs unknown and missing values for each item, categorized into “don’t know,” “refused,” and “system
missing” responses. Efficiency (or extent of collinearity)
of the NSCH-ACEs items was assessed by calculating
the correlation across ACE items as well as item-total
correlations and, for each ACEs item/topic, calculating
the proportion of children with only this 1 ACE, up to
2 other ACEs, or 3 or more other ACEs among the 9 assessed.
Internal validity of NSCH-ACEs score.—The extent to
which the questions included in a measurement tool
measure the underlying construct(s) (in this report,
ACEs/adversity-related risk) as hypothesized is called
internal validity.55,79 For example, creating a single
composite ACEs score from the NSCH-ACEs items
implicitly assumes that the NSCH-ACEs items measure
a single ACEs/adversity-related risk construct. Importantly, a lack of internal validity can lead to spurious
conclusions. Thus, it is critical to evaluate whether the
data support the hypothesis that NSCH-ACEs measure
a single construct. Latent (unobserved) variable measurement models use a set of equations to describe
how people tend to answer questions. They provide a
flexible method for evaluating internal validity. ACEs
present a unique challenge with respect to evaluating internal validity. It is hard to argue that there is a latent
ACEs construct that exists and causes individuals to
experience adversity. Rather, children have adverse experiences and these form a latent variable that is a measure of these adverse experiences. The former type of
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model is called a reflective model and the later a formative model.40,80
Much of measurement theory and the statistical models
that accompany it center on reflective models. In the
reflective vein, confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is
frequently used to evaluate internal validity. With CFA,
one could test the hypothesis that a single factor (unidimensional) CFA model fits the data well and sufficiently
explains the covariance among item responses.81,82 This
would support the creation of a single summary score
from NSCH-ACEs item responses. CFA has been used
to evaluate the CDC/Kaiser and BRFSS adult ACEs measures. For consistency, we also use CFA in this study to
assess the child-focused NSCH-ACEs. Because conceptually, ACEs are more aligned with a formative measurement approach, we also used 3 different structural
equation modeling (SEM) methods to specify the latent
variable and evaluate the relationship between the underlying construct measured by the NSCH-ACEs items and 5
predictors: having an ongoing chronic condition requiring
more complex services; having emotional, behavioral, or
developmental problems; usually or always being
engaged in school; having repeated a grade in school
and exhibiting 1 critical and observable aspect of resilience—usually or always being able to stay calm and in
control when faced with a challenge.
The first of the 3 approaches is a formative approach
suggested by Bollen83 that constrains the residual variable
of the latent adversity variable and items to 0 and is statistically identified through the regression of the latent variable on the predictor variables in the model. The second
SEM approach is also a formative approach suggested by
Treiblmaier et al84 that uses the parameters from canonical correlation to create indicators for the latent adversity
variable and overcome the 0 residual variance limitation.
The latent variable is then regressed on the predictors.
The third SEM approach treats adversity as a reflective
variable (as in traditional CFA) and regresses the latent
variable on the predictors. We included a reflective
approach because of our interest in the covariance among
ACEs items and concerns about the state of the art in
formative variable assessment methods raised in the literature.40,80,81 Using these different approaches all set
within SEM allowed us to compare the results across
models (fit as well as parameters), with convergence
providing support for the internal validity of a latent
ACEs construct from a variety of perspectives. It also
allowed us to examine predictive validity (whether
ACEs predict the key child health and school outcomes
assessed). However, it is important to note that,
although we used reflective as well as formative
analytical approaches, the concept of ACEs as used
throughout this report, is inherently formative.
Last, rather than seeking to create a single continuous
score, one might wish to categorize children into nominally
different groups on the basis of the types and patterns of
ACEs children have experienced. We used latent class anal-
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ysis (LCA) to further investigate the suitability of using item
response patterns to create typologies. Consistent with recommendations,85,86 we first fit a model with 2 latent
classes and attempted to increase the number of classes
until the adjusted Bayesian information criterion began to
increase in value indicating the potential numbers of
scoring typologies to consider for the NSCH-ACEs.86 In
addition, we examined whether the Lo-Mendell-Rubin likelihood test suggested the addition of an extra class. For
CFA, we used the weighted least squares mean and variance adjusted estimator. For SEM, we used the robust
maximum likelihood estimator with a logit link. Finally,
to further examine use of cumulative versus categorical
or topic-specific scoring, we assessed whether specific
NSCH-ACEs items have a unique explanatory effect on
key outcomes. To do so, we ran separate multivariate
regression models on whether a child had an emotional,
mental, or behavioral health (EMB) condition for each
NSCH-ACEs item and compared findings with cumulative
scoring methods. Unless otherwise noted, all adjusted
odds ratios that we report in this article are significant
on the basis of their 95% confidence intervals.
POPULATION-BASED VERSUS HIGH-RISK ASSESSMENT
To inform practice based decisions on whether to
assess ACEs on a population-based level (for all children
and families) or to target assessment to subgroups according to risk, especially poverty, we evaluated the differential effect of ACEs across child household income groups.
In this evaluation, we separately evaluated key child outcomes for each of 4 household income subgroups (below
federal poverty level [FPL], 100%–199% of the FPL,
200%–399% of the FPL, and $400% of the FPL) across
4 NSCH-ACEs score categories (0, 1, 2–3, $4). Outcomes assessed were: 1) whether a child has a special
health care need that is more (vs less) complex (complex
children with special health care needs [CSHCN]), 2)
experienced an emotional, behavioral, or developmental
health condition, 3) demonstrated aspects of resilience
(defined in the survey as “staying calm and in control
when faced with a challenge,” for children ages 6–17
years), or 4) was engaged in school (ages 6–17 years);
chi-square tests of statistical difference and stratified
multivariate logistic regression analyses were used to
evaluate differences observed across NSCH-ACEs score
levels for each child household income group. All regression models controlled for a child’s age, sex, race and
ethnicity, and insurance status. For regression models
for which resilience and school engagement were the outcomes of focus, we also adjusted for a children’s special
health care needs status. Methods for constructing all variables are available in codebooks accessible at www.
childhealthdata.org. For NSCH-ACEs-related analyses
other than CFA, SEM, and LCA, we used SPSS Complex
Samples, version 22 (IBM Corp, Armonk, NY). For all
CFA, LCA, and SEM analyses we used Mplus, version
7 (Muthen & Muthen, Los Angeles, Calif), which allowed

ACEs Measurement Tool
Name and Sponsor

TP, PP, and DS

Adversity Content*
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Table 1. Summary and Comparison of Methods to Assess ACEs
Scoring and Reporting
Convention†

No.: 28 questions; 10
topics
Types: PA, PN‡, EA, EN‡,
SA, HHSA, HHMI, DV,
DIV‡, J
Age: some§
FIE: some§

CS: 0–10 (0–7 in first wave)
CA: 0, 1, 2–3, $4 typical

WHO ACE-International
Questionnaire;
sponsored by
International ACE
Research Network (led
by WHO and
CDC)16,24,77,78

TP: Adults about self
PP: Advocacy, program
planning, and
international
comparisons
DS: Self-report

No.: 29 questions; 13
topics
Types: PA, PN, EA, EN,
SA, HHSA, HHMI, DV,
DIV/PD, J, B, CNV, OE
Age: no
FIE: some

CS: 0–13
CA: Not specified
O: Binary and frequency
(only some “yes”
responses count)
scoring

BRFSS; sponsored by the
CDC22,74–76,88,89

TP: Adults about self
PP: State policy and
practice
DS: Self-report

No.: 11 questions; 8 topics
Types: PA, EA, SA, HHSA,
HHMI, DV, DIV, J
Age: no
FIE: some§

CS: 0–8
CA: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, $5

NSCH-ACEs19,23,28,60

TP: Adults about child
PP: Research
DS: Parent-report

No.: 9 questions; 9 topics
Types: HHSA, HHMI, DV,
DIV, J, PD, CNV, DIS, OI
Age: no
FIE: no

CS: 0–9
CA: 0, 1, $2

DH: Used/adapted
available questions (eg,
Conflict Tactics Scale;
Childhood Trauma
Questionnaire; Wyatt
(sexual abuse), etc)
TVS: Testing and
validation occurred in
the context of the study,
although no
publications specific to
this were found
IG: Questionnaires
available on CDC ACEs
page
DH: Used all from BRFSS
and added questions to
increase international
cultural applicability
TVS: Field testing done in
6 countries; currently
undergoing reliability
and validity testing
IG: Interview guidelines,
scoring metrics, and
other supporting
documents available
DH: Modified from original
CDC/Kaiser study
TVS: Focus group testing;
factor analysis
IG: Interviewer script;
information about state
implementation, some
analysis guidelines (all
for overall survey)
DH: Adapted from original
CDC/Kaiser study for
parent-reported survey
TVS: Extensive cognitive
and pilot testing
IG: Information on survey
implementation,
scoring, reporting, and
microdata available

Demographic
characteristics,
health history, current
conditions and
symptoms

AQ: PN, EN, PA, SA, EA
UAT: PD, CNV, DIS,
economic hardship

Demographic
characteristics,
marriage, and family
information

AQ: PA, PN, EA, EN, SA,
B, OE
UAT: DIS, economic
hardship

Many other health
modules, no other
questions in ACEs
module

AQ: PA, EA, SA
UAT: PD, CNV, DIS,
economic hardship

Physical and emotional health; health care access,
insurance, medical homes, family interactions,
parental health, school experiences, and safe
neighborhoods
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TP: Adults about self
PP: Research
DS: Self-report

Comparison With
NSCH-ACEs; AQ and
UAT Versus NSCH
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Original ACE Study (CDC
and Kaiser Permanente,
San Diego Health
Appraisal
Clinic)10,21,72,73,87

DH, TVS, and IG

Concurrent Content
Included

No.: 17 or 19 questions{;
17 or 19 topics{
Types: PA, PN, EA, EN,
SA, HHSA, HHMI, DV,
DIV, J, B, PD, CNV, DIS,
OI, OE
Age: no
FIE: no

CS: 0–17/0–19{
CA: 0–3 (no symptoms),
0–3 (with symptoms),
$4

Y-VACS; Sponsored by
National Institute for
Mental Health63

TP: Adults about child,
child about self, and
adults about self
PP: Health care services,
research
DS: Parent-, clinician-, and
self-report

No.: 20 questions; 20
topics each (4 different
versions)
Types: PA, PN, EA, SA,
HHSA, HHMI, DV, DIV,
J, B, CNV, OI, OE
Age: no
FIE: yes

CS: 0–20
CA: Not specified#
O: Each item scored 0–2
on frequency and 1–3
on severity

The Institute for Safe
Families/ACE Task
Force Philadelphia
Urban ACE Study;
Sponsored by Robert
Wood Johnson
Foundation67

TP: Adults about self
PP: Research/policy
recommendations
DS: Self-report

No.: 22 questions; 14
topics
Types: PA, PN, EA, EN,
SA, HHSA, HHMI, DV,
J, B, CNV, DIS, OI
Age: no
FIE: some§

CS: 0–14
CA: 0, 1–3, $4

DH: Original CDC/Kaiser
questions, additional
questions from experts
and community
stakeholders
TVS: Under way
IG: User guide
(background,
implementation,
scoring) and
questionnaires available
for download to health
care professionals
DH: Adapted from original
CDC/Kaiser questions,
additional questions
added on the basis of
common “other”
responses in initial
draft#
TVS: Inter-rater reliability
analyses performed#
IG: Questionnaires
available on request
from authors#
DH: Used original CDC/
Kaiser questions, added
questions to make
applicable to an urban
population
TVS: Logistic regression
done to test
associations between
original CDC and
additional ACEs scores
and demographic
characteristics
IG: Questionnaire and
overall methodology
information available in
report

None; intended as part
of primary care visit

AQ: PA, EA, EN, SA, B, OI,
OE
UAT: economic hardship

None

AQ: PA, EA, SA, B, OI, OE
UAT: PD, DIS, economic
hardship

Past/current health
conditions, sexual
history, drug use

AQ: PA, PN**, EA, EN, SA,
B, OI
UAT: PD, DIV

(Continued)
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TP: Adults about child
(Child and Teen
versions) and child
about self
PP: Health care services
DS: Parent- and self-report
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Center for Youth Wellness
ACE-Questionnaire
Child, Teen, and Teen
Self-Report64
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ACEs Measurement Tool
Name and Sponsor

TP, PP, and DS

Adversity Content*
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Table 1. Summary and Comparison of Methods to Assess ACEs (Continued )
Scoring and Reporting
Convention†

TP: Adults about child
PP: Research
DS: Parent-, caregiver-,
and caseworker-report
(and CPS reports)

No.: 21 questions; 10
topics
Types: PA, PN, EA, EN,
SA, HHSA, HHMI, DV,
DIV/PD, J
Age: no
FIE: no

CS: 0–10
CA: 0, 1, 2, 3, $4

Marie-Mitchell and
O’Connor Child ACE
tool; Sponsored by the
Commonwealth Fund
via the Academic
Pediatric Association
Young Investigator
Award14
Montefiore—Clinical ACE
questionnaire Adult/
Child65,66

TP: Adults about child
PP: Primary care practice
DS: Parent-report and
medical records

No.: 6 or 7 questions††; 6
or 7 topics††
Types: HHSA, HHMI, DV,
J, OI (could include PA,
PN, EA, EN, SA, DIV,
PD), OE
Age: no
FIE: no
No.: 25 questions; 10
topics
Types: PA, PN, EA, EN,
SA, HHSA, HHMI, DV,
DIV, J
Age: no
FIE: some§

CS: 0–6/0–7††
CA: 0–2, 3–6/3–7††

TP: Adults about child and
adults about self
PP: Health care services
DS: Parent- and self-report

CS: 0–10
CA: 0–3, $4; 0, 1, 2, 3, $4

DH: Mapped CDC/Kaiser
ACEs constructs to
questions that already
existed in NSCAW
TVS: None documented
(questions mostly from
already validated scales,
such as the Childhood
Trauma Scale)#
IG: None available (data
sets can be requested
by researchers via
National Data Archive
on Child Abuse and
Neglect at Cornell
University)#
DH: Developed from risk
factors described
in the literature on ACEs
TVS: Pilot testing only
IG: None

Physical, mental, and
emotional well-being
and functioning, family
characteristics,
community
environment, and
service needs and use

AQ: PA, PN, EA, EN, SA
UAT: PD, CNVk, DIS,
economic hardshipk

Developmental screening,
child health status, and
health care use

AQ: OI (could include PA,
PN, EA, EN, SA)
UAT: CNV, DIS, economic
hardship

None in ACEs
questionnaire, study
also includes items
on body
mass index and
stressors

AQ: PA, PN, EA, EN, SA
UAT: PD, CNV, DIS,
economic hardship
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DH: Modified slightly from
original CDC/Kaiser
questions
TVS: Validated for Group
Attachment-Based
Intervention use by
analyzing association
between ACEs and
unresolved/cannot
classify outcomes on
the Adult Attachment
Interview
IG: Implementation
described in article by
Murphy et al42

Comparison With
NSCH-ACEs; AQ and
UAT Versus NSCH
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NSCAW; Sponsored by
the Office of Planning,
Research, and
Evaluation,
Administration for
Children and
Families90,91

DH, TVS, and IG

Concurrent Content
Included

No.: 11 topics
Types: PA, PN, EA, SA,
HHSA, HHMI, DV, DIV,
J, PD, CNV, OI
Age: no
FIE: no
‡‡

CS: 0–11
CA: 0, 1, 2, $3
O: Asked lifetime as well as
past year prevalence

DH: Modified from original
CDC/Kaiser questions
TVS: None shown
IG: None available

Demographic
characteristics,
academic problems,
health concerns

AQ: CPS report (including
PA, EA, SA), PN, OI
UAT: DIS, economic
hardship
‡‡

TP: Adults about child and
adults about self
PP: Research
DS: Parent- and self-report

No.: 9 topics
Types: PA, EA, EN, SA,
HHSA, HHMI, DV, DIV,
J, OI
Age: no
FIE: no

CS: 0–9
CA: varies

DH: Modified from original
CDC/Kaiser questions
TVS: None shown
IG: None available

Demographic
characteristics,
child development,
child adjustment

AQ: EA, EN, CPS report
(including PA, SA), OI
UAT: PD, CNV, DIS,
economic hardship

TP: Adults about child and
older children about
self#
PP: Community
organization#
DS: Parent- and selfreport#
TP: Adults about child and
adults about self
PP: Social services,
program planning
DS: Parent- and self-report

No.: 8 topics#
Types: PA, PN, EA, EN,
SA, DIV, DIS, OI#(under
development)
Age: unknown# FIE:
unknown#

CS/CA: Under
development#

Demographic
characteristics,
protective factors (eg,
positive relationship
and coping skills)#

AQ: PA, PN, EA, EN, SA#
UAT: DIV (uses single
parent)# (under
development)

No.: 10 topics
Types: PA, PN, EA, EN,
SA, HHSA, HHMI, DV,
DIV, J
Age: no
FIE: no

CS: 0–10
CA: 0, 1, 2, 3, $4; 0, 1–3,
4–7, 8–10

DH: Questions created
from statements from
interviews with children
and youth impacted by
ACEs#
TVS: None yet#
IG: None available#
DH: Questions ACEs#
TVS: None#
IG: Extensive provider
implementation
guidelines and tips
available in toolkit

Demographic
characteristics,
well-being assessment
(stress, coping, and
connection to adults)

AQ: PA, PN, EA, EN, SA
UAT: PD, CNV, DIS,
economic hardship
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ACE indicates adverse childhood experience; AQ, additional questions; B, bullying; BRFSS, Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey; CA, categorical score; CAQ, Childhood Adversity Questionnaire;
CDC, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; CNV, community and neighborhood violence; CPS, Child Protective Services; CS, continuous score; DH, design highlights; DIS, discrimination; DIV,
parents divorced; DS, data source; DV, domestic violence; EA, emotional abuse; EN, emotional neglect; HHMI, household mental health problem; HHSA, household alcohol or substance abuse; IG, implementation guidelines available; J, parent incarcerated/spent time in jail; NSCAW, National Survey of Child and Adolescent Well-being; NSCH, National Survey of Children’s Health; OE, other environmental/extrapersonal trauma; OI, other interpersonal trauma; PA, physical abuse; PD, parental death; PN, physical neglect; PP, primary purpose; SA, sexual abuse; TP, target population; TVS, testing and
validation status; UAT, unaddressed topics; WHO, World Health Organization; WSU, Washington State University; and Y-VACS, Yale-Vermont Adversity in Childhood Scale.
See the Technical Appendix (http://www.cahmi.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/ACEs-Measurement-paper-Technical-Appendix.pdf) for more details on each instrument.
*For adversity content, No. indicates number of adversity topics and number of survey items; Types indicates type of adversity; Age indicates the age at which the adverse childhood experience occurred;
and FIE indicates frequency, intensity, or effect.
†O indicates scoring and reporting convention other than continuous or categorical.
‡Included in second wave of study only.
§Not included in scoring mechanisms.
kIncluded in the larger NSCAW, but not in the questions used for the ACEs scale.
{Multiple questionnaire versions for different people (eg, parents, children, clinicians, adults about themselves).
#Personal communication: for NSCAW, M.B. Webb, September 29, 2015; for Y-VACS, J. Hudziak, October 7, 2015; for CAQ, R. Wade, November 2, 2015; for Crittenton, S. Lopez, March 17, 2016.
**Covers the same information as in the NSCH question on economic hardship, but is considered to be a question on physical neglect.
††One questionnaire with multiple options for scoring (can use with or without question on maternal education).
‡‡This information derived from reports on the study; the tool itself was not available to examine.
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The National Crittenton
Foundation’s ACEs
Survey; Aided by Dr.
Roy Wade for
development and
implementation69–71

TP: Adults about child
PP: Research
DS: Teacher-report
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WSU ACEs tool for
schools; Sponsored by
the Spokane County
Community Network
with funds
awarded by the
Washington State
Family Policy
Council49,68
WSU ACEs tool for Head
Start; Sponsored by
Office of Juvenile
Justice and
Delinquency
Prevention, Office of
Justice Programs, US
Department of
Justice49,68
Children’s Hospital of
Philadelphia CAQ
(under development);
Sponsored by the
Stoneleigh Foundation
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us to appropriately include the survey design information
and weights.

RESULTS
PART 1: COMPARISON OF ACES MEASUREMENT METHODS
PURPOSE
All but 5 of the 14 ACEs assessment tools evaluated
were initially designed and used for public health assessment, research, or for program and policy planning purposes. Although 5 were specified for use in clinical and/
or service delivery contexts, they nonetheless share many
similarities with the other 9 tools in terms of topics
included and administration methods used, including
methods to assist respondents who might request resources
on ACEs (Table 1).
DATA SOURCE AND COLLECTION METHODS
Person-reported methods (adult, parent, child, or youth)
are used for 13 of the 14 methods evaluated, with 1 exception—the WSU School ACEs tool, which is teacherreported only. In addition, teacher, clinician, caseworker,
and/or medical record data sources are used in 4 of the
14. Age 8 years is the youngest age at which children are
recommended to be asked about ACEs (CAQ—under
development; Table 1).
NUMBER OF CONSTRUCTS AND SURVEY ITEMS
The number of constructs included ranges from 6 to 20
across the 13 methods for which this information is known
(not including the CAQ, which is under development). All
but 2 tools have 14 or fewer constructs. Some tools have
multiple versions with slightly varying construct and
item counts. The 11 tools for which detailed itemspecific information is available (not including the CAQ
or WSU tool) contain between 6 and 29 ACEs-specific survey items, with 6 of 11 using multiple items to measure 1 or
more of their constructs. The greatest number of items
were included in the WHO’s ACEs assessment survey.
Of the 13 non-NSCH-ACEs tools, all include additional
questions to the NSCH-ACEs, primarily in areas deemed
invalid to ask parents about in a national survey context
(eg, emotional or sexual abuse).
ACES TOPICS ADDRESSED
As summarized in Figure 1, each of the 14 ACEs assessment tools included items on parental incarceration, domestic
violence, household mental illness/suicide, and household
substance abuse. Physical abuse, sexual abuse, and emotional
abuse were included in 12, parental separation/divorce in 11,
physical neglect in 10, and emotional neglect in 9. Four tools
(BRFSS, NSCAW, Montefiore Clinical ACE questionnaire,
and Crittenton/Aspen ACEs Survey) only use constructs
from the original CDC/Kaiser study; the other tools added between 1 and 9 constructs each. The most common of these
additional constructs include witnessing neighborhood
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violence (6 tools), bullying (4 tools), discrimination (4 tools),
and parental death (4 tools). More information about the specific wording of the items across the original CDC/Kaiser and
common additional constructs can be found in the Technical
Appendix (http://www.cahmi.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/
01/ACEs-Measurement-paper-Technical-Appendix.pdf)
to this article and references noted in Table 1.
SCORING AND REPORTING RESULTS
Each of the 13 tools for which this information is available (not including CAQ) report findings using a continuous
scoring mechanism in which each construct is weighted
equally and given 1 “point.” However, some tools include
graded response options (such as never, once or twice,
sometimes, often), which are all dichotomized in some
way to provide an overall ACEs score. Most tools also represent scores in numeric categories, such as 0, 1, 2 to 3, and
$4 ACEs. None of the tools alter scoring on the basis of
the age an individual was when exposed to ACEs. Two tools,
the WHO ACEs International Questionnaire and the YaleVermont Adversity in Childhood Scale, have a mechanism
for incorporating the frequency with which an individual
experienced an ACE into the scoring. See the Technical Appendix (http://www.cahmi.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/
01/ACEs-Measurement-paper-Technical-Appendix.pdf)
and references noted in Table 1 for information on these
mechanisms.
TESTING AND VALIDATION
Survey items included in each tool are adopted or adapted from those included in the original CDC/Kaiser ACEs
study instrument, which was itself primarily developed using constructs from existing theoretical and empirical
research and survey items from previously developed and
tested tools (eg, the Childhood Trauma Questionnaire). Information about testing and validation varied widely across
ACEs measurement methods. Some reported no documented testing/validation whereas others reported extensive cognitive testing, focus group discussions, pilot
testing, and use of statistical modeling and factor analysis
to assess scoring and internal validity. No reviews of unknown/missing reports, nor more extensive psychometric
testing using SEM or LCA methods used in our study
were found. When cognitive testing, pilot testing, or statistical analyses were conducted, in no cases were specific
problems regarding the reliability, validity, acceptability,
or feasibility of implementing the ACEs survey items
noted. More information on the particular testing and validation for individual tools is included in Table 1, in the
Technical Appendix (http://www.cahmi.org/wp-content/
uploads/2015/01/ACEs-Measurement-paper-TechnicalAppendix.pdf), and references included in Table 1.
ADDITIONAL CONTENT ASSESSED
Nearly all ACEs tools identified (12 of 14) are recommended for use in conjunction with other questionnaires
or as part of a larger survey. Aside from basic demographic
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questions, the most commonly asked additional questions
covered topics such as current and past health history,
health care access, and overall well-being, resilience, and
other types of protective factors, like supportive relationships in the home, school, or community.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION
Documentation for 11 of the 14 tools include some type
of guidance for introducing and framing ACEs questions
with respondents and/or for what to do in response to
ACEs disclosed by respondents. Three main types of guidance are provided: 1) prefacing (8 tools: eg, explaining that
questions ask about sensitive topics and participants can
choose not to answer), 2) follow-up (7 tools: in the form
of either a referral to services or information from a clinician), and 3) training guidelines (6 tools: guidelines for
health care or other service providers or survey administrators). See the Technical Appendix (http://www.cahmi.org/
wp-content/uploads/2015/01/ACEs-Measurement-paperTechnical-Appendix.pdf) and references included in
Table 1 for more information.
PART 2: ASSESSMENT OF THE NSCH-ACES
ACCEPTABILITY AND EFFICIENCY
Regarding NSCH-ACEs acceptability and efficiency,
when children whose parents were not administered the
NSCH-ACEs items because they dropped off before these
items were not included, the NSCH-ACEs survey items
had rates of missing or unknown values <1%. Increases
in survey drop-off rates were not observed either during
or after the administration of the NSCH-ACEs items. Unknown/missing value rates are commensurate with nearly
all other NSCH survey items where unknown values
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(“don’t know,” “refused”) and skipped/missing values
make up <1.5% of the responses to any single question;
with notable exceptions for household income (9.7%
nationwide), body mass index for age (4.8% nationwide),
and race/ethnicity (2.7% nationwide). The “difficult to
get by on income” NSCH-ACEs item had the highest proportion of “refused” responses (0.5%) and witnessing domestic (0.6%) or neighborhood (0.5%) violence and
experiencing discrimination (0.5%) had the highest levels
of “don’t know” responses (Table 2). For all but 1 of the
NSCH-ACEs items (difficult to get by on income), 70%
to 91.4% of children with an affirmative response to 1
item was accompanied by an affirmative response to at
least 1 other NSCH-ACEs item. For 5 of the 9 items,
>40% of those with an affirmative response also had an
affirmative response on 2 or more additional NSCHACEs items (Table 2). Despite this overlap, neither itemto-item correlations nor item-total correlations were so
high as to suggest redundancy of information across the
NSCH-ACEs items, which we would expect when stable
and discrete item combination patterns are not anticipated.
The highest correlations were observed between NSCHACEs items and either the “witnessed domestic violence”
or “alcohol/drug abuse” ACEs topics. Least correlated
with other NSCH-ACEs items were: 1) “difficult to get
by on income,” which is distinct from poverty (fewer
than 50% of children living in household with incomes at
0–99% of the FPL responded affirmatively to this item),
2) “treated unfairly due to race/ethnicity,” and 3) “parental
death,” the latter two of which were also the items with the
lowest prevalence, the lowest unidimensional factor loadings, and the lowest item-total correlations. Parental death
was most correlated with “alcohol/drug use” and “treated
unfairly due to race/ethnicity” was most correlated with

14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Figure 1. Prevalence of assessment of particular ACEs among 14 tools evaluated in this article.

0.38
0.138
0.032–0.118
ACE indicates adverse childhood experience; NSCH, National Survey of Children’s Health.

42.9%
25.7%
0.1%
0.1%

Treated or judged unfairly due to
race/ethnicity
Death of parent

Parent served time in jail

Lived with someone with
alcohol or drug problem
Victim or witnessed
neighborhood violence
Lived with someone mentally ill
or suicidal
Domestic violence witness

“neighborhood violence.” The “difficult to get by on income” item was most prevalent as well as most likely to
occur as the only ACE identified (48.5% with this ACE
had no other ACEs). This item was most correlated with
“parental divorce” at a low 0.152. See the Technical Appendix
(http://www.cahmi.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/
01/ACEs-Measurement-paper-Technical-Appendix.pdf)
for the full item-to-item correlation matrix.
When the “difficult to get by on income,” “parental
death,” or “treated unfairly due to race/ethnicity” topics
were removed from the NSCH-ACEs, prevalence of
ACEs among US children decreased from 48.7% to
35.6%, 47.1%, and 46.7%, respectively. When all 3 were
removed, prevalence of ACEs was 32.9%. This lower
rate is similarly predictive of whether a child has an
EMB problem, defined using similar methods as reported
in recent studies.28 We found that among children with 4
or more ACEs, 37% are identified as having EMB for the
reduced NSCH-ACEs compared with 39% with EMB for
the full NSCH-ACEs (adjusted odds ratios are 4.65 and
5.02 respectively). As shown in Figure 2, multivariate
regression analyses reveal that although the 3 topics in
question are less predictive, individual NSCH-ACEs items
do not vary dramatically in their power to predict whether a
child has an EMB problem and that cumulative NSCHACEs scores are more powerful predictors compared
with any single item.

31.3%

0.33
0.131
0.032–0.144
44.2%
0.1%
0.5%

29.7%

26.1%

0.76
0.409
0.057–0.397
41.4%
0.2%

0.2%

8.6%

50.0%

0.84
0.482
0.085–0.398
36.4%
0.3%
0.6%

6.4%

57.2%

0.67
0.381
0.078–0.350
42.1%
0.2%
0.4%

17.2%

40.7%

0.70
0.380
0.079–0.360
41.5%
0.1%
0.5%

15.1%

43.4%

0.85
0.496
0.073–0.398
44.2%
0.2%
0.2%

10.3%

45.5%

0.393
0.062–0.342
44.4%
0.2%
0.3%

30.4%

25.2%

0.39
0.232
0.054–0.152
34.5%
48.5%
0.5%

Difficult to get by on current
income
Divorce/parental separation

25.7%
20.1% (Md)–34.3% (Ariz)
20.1%
15.2% (DC)–29.5% (Okla)
10.7%
6.4% (NY)–18.5% (Mont)
8.6%
5.2% (NJ)–16.6% (DC)
8.6%
5.4% (Calif)–14.1% (Mont)
7.3%
5.0% (NJ, Conn)–11.1% (Okla)
6.9%
3.2% (NJ)–13.2% (Ky)
4.1%
1.8% (Vt) –6.5% (Ariz)
3.1%
1.4% (Conn)–7.1% (DC)

0.2%

1–2 Other

$3 Other
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None
Refused
Don’t Know

Additional ACEs
Missing Values

17.0%

Unidimensional
Confirmatory Factor
Loading
Item-Total
Correlation
Correlation With
Other Items, Range
National Prevalence
(US State) Range
Type of Adverse Childhood
Experience

Table 2. NSCH-ACEs Item by Item Findings on Acceptability, Efficiency, Consistency, and “Single Score” Construct Validity
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INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL VALIDITY OF A CUMULATIVE RISK
SCORING APPROACH: EVALUATING CUMULATIVE RISK,
DIMENSIONAL, AND CATEGORICAL APPROACHES TO SCORING
Confirmatory factor analysis.—A single-factor model fit
the data well (root mean square error of approximation ¼
0.01; comparative fit index ¼ 0.99; Tucker-Lewis
Index ¼ 0.98; chi-square ¼ 312.84; n ¼ 94,520; P < .01).
This is consistent with the hypothesis that, taken together,
the NSCH-ACEs items measure a single construct. Table 2
shows the unidimensional factor loading for each NSCHACEs item and the Technical Appendix (http://www.cahmi.
org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/ACEs-Measurement-paperTechnical-Appendix.pdf) shows the single factor model in a
logistic item response theory metric. Although the covariance
matrix of the NSCH-ACEs items is consistent with a single
construct’s covariance matrix, some of the items do not relate
as strongly to the overall adversity construct as others. The
“difficult to get by on income” and “treated unfairly due to
race/ethnicity” items have relatively low (although not necessarily problematically low)79 loadings. The remaining ACEs
items are more strongly related to the overall construct of
adversity assessed using the NSCH-ACEs.
LCA.—Consistent with recommendations,86 we first fit
a model with 2 latent classes and sought to increase the
number of classes until the adjusted Bayesian information criterion began to increase in value. Models with
$8 classes failed to converge (indicative of a poor
model) despite the fact that the information-based
criteria had yet to increase. In addition, these models
were increasingly difficult to interpret. However, the
Lo-Mendell-Rubin likelihood ratio test was no longer
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significant with $4 classes, which indicated the appropriateness of a 3-class solution. In addition, the 3-class
solution was interpretable. Class 1 appears to correspond
to a group of children who have not experienced ACEs.
For all of the NSCH-ACEs items, the odds are nearly
100% that these children have not experienced that hardship. Latent class 2 appears to correspond to children
who, relative to class 1, are more likely to have experienced difficulty getting by on income (odds of no income
difficulty 0.21 vs 0.52 for class 1) and whose odds of
having a divorced parent were nearly 50%. Additionally
positive odds relative to class 1 were found for all other
adversities, although these odds were less than for class
3. Thus, class 2 children were characterized by notably
greater odds of some income difficulty and parental
divorce (relative to class 1) and somewhat increased
odds of experiencing any of the other ACEs, but with
no distinct pattern with respect to the remaining items.
Last, class 3 seems to correspond to children who have
likely experienced several specific ACEs and are likely
as not to have experienced several others. They are likely
to have experienced: income difficulty (at least some income difficulty odds ¼ 0.82), having a divorced parent
(0.77), having seen physical abuse (0.72), and having
lived with someone who has a drug or alcohol problem
(0.83). They were likely as not to have had a parent
who served time in jail, have been the victim of neigh-
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borhood violence, or lived with someone with mental
illness. Table 3 shows the 3-class solution results in a
probability metric.
Finally, Table 4 shows the findings from the SEM,
showing the b coefficients and odds ratios for the latent
adversity variable across outcomes and modeling approaches described previously. These models provide evidence of internal validity as well as external, predictive
validity. All 3 approaches (reflective or formative) show
a statistically significant and positive relationship between
the latent adversity variable and outcome; as NSCH-ACEs
scores increase the odds of the outcome also increase. Not
surprisingly, because the Bollen83 approach constrains the
residual variances to 0 (unrealistic but necessary for statistical identification), the size of the b coefficients that result
from the Bollen83 approach are smaller than the coefficients from the other 2 approaches. Nevertheless, the substantive conclusions are similar across approaches and the
“true” value is likely somewhere between the smallest and
largest values.
FINDINGS RELATED TO RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
POPULATION BASED OR HIGH-RISK ASSESSMENT
As reported in a recent study, although prevalence using
the NSCH-ACEs is higher for lower-income children,
consistently high relative odds ratios for having health
and related problems are observed among children with

Child lived in families where it was very/somewhat oen hard
to get by on your family's income
Child lived with parent who got divorced/separated aer
he/she was born

1.75
1.88

Child lived with parent who died

1.68

Child lived with parent who served me in jail aer he/she
was born

2.13

Child saw parents hit, kick, slap, punch or beat each other up

2.31

Child was a vicm of violence or witnessed violence in his/her
neighborhood
Child lived with anyone who was mentally ill or suicidal, or
severity depressed for more than a couple weeks
Child lived with anyone who had a problem with alcohol or
drugs
Child was ever treated or judged unfairly because of his/her
race or ethnic group

2.41
2.85
2.21
1.58

Number of Adverce Childhood Experiences
No adverse childhood experience

Reference category

1 adverse childhood experience

1.64

2-3 adverse childhood experiences

2.62

4 or more adverse childhood experiences

5.03
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

Adjusted odds raos are signiﬁcant aer adjusng age, sex, race/ethnicity, income and insurance type
Figure 2. Adjusted odds ratios for emotional, mental, or behavioral problems (age 2–17 years) by adverse childhood experiences. Data from
the 2011/12 National Survey of Children’s Health.
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ACEs across income groups.28 Findings from this earlier
study were replicated for each of the outcomes of focus
in this analysis (CSHCN-More Complex, EMB, School
Engagement, Resilience). Figure 3 shows findings for the
“More complex CSHCN” outcome variable. Appendix E
in the Technical Appendix (http://www.cahmi.org/wpcontent/uploads/2015/01/ACEs-Measurement-paper-Tech
nical-Appendix.pdf) shows prevalence of each outcome
across income groups and according to NSCH-ACEs status
(no ACEs, 1, 2–3, or $4 ACEs). Nearly all adjusted odds
ratios for comparisons of children with no ACEs with those
with 1, 2 to 3, or $4 are significant for each outcome across
each of the 4 income stratum (0–99% of the FPL, 100%–
199% of the FPL, 200%–399% of the FPL, and $400%
of the FPL) and are generally similar in magnitude across
income groups. See the Technical Appendix (http://www.
cahmi.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/01/ACEs-Measurementpaper-Technical-Appendix.pdf) for figures as well as tables
showing the details of these findings.

DISCUSSION
This study identified 14 distinct ACEs assessment tools
for use in research, population surveillance, and clinical
contexts. Although distinct, these tools were similar in
the core content included, scoring methods used, and
nearly uniformly recommended to assess ACEs in a
relationship-centered context92 aimed at engaging and
educating families and children in learning about their
health and well-being and to promote prevention and healing from the effect of ACEs. Although most ACEs assessment methods appear to be easily replicated across a
variety of settings, those that rely on administrative data
are inherently unique to the setting in which the methods
are used (eg, NSCAW, Marie-Mitchell and O’Conner Child
ACE tool), are not readily replicable and their properties
are less clear, especially with respect to whether they assess
past exposures versus only currently occurring ACEs. We
found evidence that parents are comfortable answering
questions about their child’s ACEs in the context of a
population-based survey. However, although guidelines
for ACEs assessment in clinical settings are set forth for
many methods reviewed and findings in our study suggest
value and acceptability for assessing ACEs in practice, no
studies were found that specifically document methods and
outcomes for clinical (vs research) purposes for assessing
ACEs among children, youth, or families.
We found strong internal validity for using a cumulative
risk NSCH-ACEs score. In our study we did not identify
any consistent patterns to provide evidence for creating
categorical subgroups on the basis of types of adverse experiences. Compared with any single NSCH-ACEs topic,
cumulative risk scores were more discriminating and predictive of outcomes assessed, such as having an emotional,
behavioral, or mental health condition. Results across CFA
and formative as well as reflective analyses provided evidence that a continuous score on the basis of parent’s
NSCH-ACEs item responses appears to be a valid approach
to creating an NSCH-ACEs score. This is consistent with
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human development science studies that link the stress
and trauma associated with ACEs to the common factor
of a lack of safety, security, and nurturance in a child’s primary relationships and environment; and evidence that
each child’s unique adaptive or maladaptive reaction predict effects on child development and health, rather than
the specific type of ACE.
For purposes of assessing adversity associated with risk
for trauma and chronic stress, we recommend the
continued use of a cumulative ACEs score and analysis
along a dose-response continuum. Use of the NSCHACEs to separately evaluate types of ACEs, versus using
a cumulative risk score, should be sure to take into account
the high degree of overlap across types of ACEs and to
clarify the theoretical and conceptual reasons for addressing specific experiences (such reasons might be well
founded). In addition, at least with respect to the ACEs
included on the NSCH, our LCA results suggest that,
beyond separating children into those who have and have
not experienced ACEs, there are not distinct patterns of
ACEs experiences that readily separate children into

Table 3. Latent Class Analysis Results for the NSCH-ACEs
Latent Class
1
ACE
Difficult to get by on current
income?
Never
Not very often
Somewhat often
Very often
Parental divorce?
No
Yes
Parental death?
No
Yes
Parent served time in jail?
No
Yes
See violence in the home?
No
Yes
Victim/witness of neighborhood
violence?
No
Yes
Live with anyone mentally
ill/suicidal?
No
Yes
Live with anyone with alcohol/drug
problem?
No
Yes
Treated unfairly because of
race/ethnicity?
No
Yes

2

3

Probability of Item Response

0.52
0.30
0.14
0.04

0.21
0.37
0.29
0.12

0.18
0.27
0.33
0.22

0.92
0.08

0.57
0.43

0.23
0.77

0.99
0.01

0.94
0.06

0.87
0.13

1.00
0.00

0.85
0.15

0.43
0.57

1.00
0.00

0.86
0.14

0.28
0.72

0.99
0.01

0.81
0.19

0.44
0.56

0.98
0.02

0.81
0.19

0.50
0.50

0.99
0.01

0.76
0.24

0.17
0.83

0.98
0.02

0.91
0.09

0.89
0.11

ACE indicates adverse childhood experience; NSCH, National
Survey of Children’s Health.
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Table 4. NSCH-ACEs Structural Equation Model Assessing Validity With 5 Key Child Health and School Outcomes
Formative
Bollen83

Reflective

Treiblmaier et al84

Predictor

Odds Ratio*

b*

Odds Ratio*

b*

Odds Ratio*

b*

CSHCN status
Emotional, behavioral, or
developmental problem‡
School engagement
Repeated a grade
Resilience

1.63 (0.05)†
1.89 (0.06)†

0.51 (0.03)†
0.64 (0.03)†

1.23 (0.03)†
1.27 (0.04)†

0.20 (0.03)†
0.24 (0.03)†

1.54 (0.05)†
1.73 (0.06)†

0.45 (0.03)†
0.55 (0.03)†

1.72 (0.06)†
1.45 (0.07)†
1.41 (0.04)†

0.54 (0.03)†
0.37 (0.05)†
0.34 (0.03)†

1.23 (0.04)†
1.10 (0.05)†
1.19 (0.03)†

0.21 (0.029)†
0.09 (0.04)†
0.18 (0.03)†

1.59 (0.06)†
1.44 (0.07)
1.42 (0.05)†

0.47 (0.04)†
0.36 (0.05)†
0.35 (0.03)†

ACE indicates adverse childhood experience; CSHCN, children with special health care needs; and NSCH, National Survey of Children’s
Health.
*Adjusted for age, race/ethnicity, insurance status, and income.
†Statistically significant at P < .05.
‡Children who qualify on the CSHCN Screener criteria for having emotional, developmental, or behavioral conditions that have lasted or are
expected to last for $12 months and require treatment or counseling and/or who have had a doctor indicate current presence of $1 of 10
emotional, mental, or behavioral conditions asked in the NSCH.

assess recollection of experiences of such events. This
view calls upon neuroscience and related findings
that perceived experiences drive many of the effects of
concern.
Despite evidence supporting a cumulative scoring
method for the NSCH-ACEs, we recognize that such a
measure might not have the greatest possible predictive power for specific versus the more general types of outcomes
evaluated in this study. It is important to note that there is
evidence that specific types of adversities might be associated with specific types of mental health symptoms90 (eg,
hallucinations, paranoia). However, ACEs assessment has
not been recommended to be diagnostic, nor to differentiate among specific symptoms, but to open dialogue and
flag needs for further evaluation.

substantively meaningful and easily identifiable types;
with the possible exception of the “income difficulty”
NSCH-ACEs topic.
We do not assess the temporal stability of the NSCHACEs, nor recommend classic test-retest analyses for this
type of measure, which is distinct in ways that diminish
the interpretability of any test-retest findings. For instance,
if different responses were to be observed across administration intervals of the NSCH-ACEs, it could be explained
by changes in awareness brought about by the selfreflection that can occur when first asked about ACEs, or
subsequent learning. Changes in ACEs scores for children
are also expected because they might encounter additional
adversities. Finally, ACEs assessment is not intended to
objectively document the occurrence of events, but to

100%
AOR:
2.21*

80%

AOR: Reference

AOR:
1.18

AOR:
1.42

AOR: AOR:
2.46* 1.66*

AOR:
1.38

AOR:
2.10*

AOR:
4.66*

AOR: AOR:
2.42* 2.62*

AOR: AOR:
1.48* 1.24

60%

40%

20%
67.8% 53.9% 55.9% 53.9%

70.7% 61.6% 64.5% 58.2%

80.9% 75.1% 67.4% 61.4%

81.2% 84.0% 77.2% 77.7%

No ACEs

1 ACE

2-3 ACEs

4 or more ACEs

0%

0-99% FPL

100-199% FPL

200-399% FPL

400% or more FPL

* AOR: Adjusted odds raos are signiﬁcant aer adjusng age, sex, race/ethnicity, income and insurance type
Figure 3. Prevalence of children with special health care needs with complex needs, by income and adverse childhood experiences (ACEs)
status. AOR indicates adjusted odds ratio; FPL, federal poverty level. Data from the 2011/12 National Survey of Children’s Health.
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Some NSCH-ACEs items are inherently more exact than
others (eg, parental divorce, incarceration, or death vs
parental mental illness, substance abuse), which might
lead to more variability and weaker inferences for these
less exact types of ACEs. Although we do not recommend
deleting the “difficult to get by on income” or “ethnic or
racial discrimination” NSCH-ACEs items, we do note their
weaker association with the overall NSCH-ACEs score.
These are also items unique to the NSCH-ACEs compared
with many other ACEs measurement methods assessed in
this study. Further evaluation of these constructs and how
they are asked about might be advisable. The 2016
NSCH will allow consideration of other ACEs, like being
bullied and assessments against school readiness, family
resilience, and other new topics assessed in the 2016
NSCH.
For children and youth, ACEs assessments might occur
in the context of well child care visits or other health care
encounters, like hospitalizations. For children, such encounters might also involve an assessment of current (vs
historic/past) exposures. This raises important questions
as to the process for doing so in ways that ensure trust is
maintained with parents and families. As recommended
in guidelines associated with several ACEs tools, assessment of ACEs might be most effective when addressed in
the larger context of history-taking and health promotion
conversations to proactively promote positive health and
resilience for children and families. Such contexts might
also involve concurrent assessment of: 1) biologic indicators of stress or trauma, 2) resilience, 3) protective factors,
like family connection, 4) mental and physical functioning
and symptoms, and 5) positive functioning and well-being.
This additional information provides the contextual information needed to understand needs and recommend supports. In a research context, this information is essential
to learning about the wide variations in outcomes for those
exposed to ACEs (so-called positive and negative deviance). Despite consistent findings of systematically higher
risk of poor outcomes with ACEs, many children do not
experience such outcomes. This points to the need for
research to advance thriving even with adversity.

CONCLUSION
Feasible and valid measurement methods are required to
guide and evaluate primary care, public health, acute care,
and other community-based models that endeavor to prevent and address the consequences of ACEs and promote
healthy development and well-being among children,
youth, and families. Future research is required to specify
approaches, requirements, and the value of engaging families, children, and youth in assessing, addressing, and preventing ACEs in clinical and related settings, because
previous research has focused more on adult populations
and population-based assessment and research versus practice. Although studies on protective factors that buffer the
effect of ACEs exist, further research is needed to under-
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stand the variable effect of ACEs across children and
move toward evidence to guide recommended prevention
and treatment approaches in primary care as well as in
the wide range of community-based contexts in which
ACEs assessment, education, and interventions might
take place. Because a great deal of variability exists within
risk groups, further assessment of positive and negative
deviance in outcomes and effects for otherwise similar
groups of children might prove especially valuable, and
would ideally occur in the context of longitudinal studies.
Existing longitudinal studies should consider including
ACEs and related variables for this purpose.
Whether ACEs are unique compared with other types of
stressors, such as exposure to war and other types of
violence in the environment (vs the home), bullying at
school, and other adversities is unclear. Health services
research is also needed to examine the possible value and
effect of specifying new diagnostic codes like “developmental trauma disorder (DTD)” and how specification of
DTD might affect diagnoses and treatment for other conditions linked to ACEs exposure (eg, asthma, attentiondeficit/hyperactivity disorder, depression, etc) many of
which share some of the same symptoms as DTD. Effects
of assessing and addressing ACEs on health care costs
should also be assessed.
Within any given context or purpose for measurement,
identifying a standardized method to assess ACEs is important to accurately evaluate the effect of ACEs on children’s
outcomes as well as to understand how ACEs assessment
might inform or improve larger efforts to promote child
well-being. In this regard, conceptual clarity as to purpose
for measurement, definition of ACEs, and measurement
specification is fundamental. Also essential is establishing
the feasibility, validity, and specific implementation
approach for ACEs assessment methods, including evaluating the validity and value of methods to score and interpret information resulting from the use of a measure of
ACEs with children or adults/parents. In this article we
have endeavored to address many of these questions to
inform public health and practice-based applications and
advance ACEs assessment in the context of larger goals
to promote early and lifelong health and well-being for
children, youth, and families.
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